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TRUCKING PERMITS
As a single contact for all trucking permit needs, EFS can help streamline processes and
return company time and resources. EFS Web-based permit service allows a company
to order trucking permits online 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Once an order is submitted,
tracking tools provide visibility to the permit status in all phases of the ordering process.
Access to completed permits is available anywhere there is an Internet connection and
a printer.
Integration enables a company’s system to automatically update tractor and trailer
information and facilitates a fast and easy ordering process with less information to input
each time. EFS also provides reports that help reconcile permit expenses and show all
permit activity.
Types of Temporary Trucking Permits:
		 Over Dimensional/Overweight Permits		
Superload Permits
		
Trip Permits						Annual Permits
		
Fuel Permits						Canadian Permits
		 New Jersey Alcohol Permits				
Oregon Weight Mile Pass
		 New York HUT Permits
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TRUCKING PERMITS
One-stop ordering. Easy online ordering process gets drivers the
permits they need for the entire trip, origin to destination.
Save time with technology. Our web-based application can be
integrated to automatically update tractor and trailer equipment
files, and the system allows a person to copy a previous route
order, making dedicated lane orders fast and easy.
Keep permit costs together. Receive one consolidated invoice
incorporating all permit orders and costs to help increase office
efficiencies.
Tracking capabilities. Online tracking tools give visibility to see
where a permit is in the ordering process, and the permit images
are stored in the system allowing authorized users to print the
permits directly from the website.
Fast turn around. Our dedicated permit team holds direct
relationships with the states allowing quicker turn around times.
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